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Optimal asymptotic robust performance via nonlinear controllers KAMESHWAR P O O L L A t and JEFF S. SHAMMAS In this paper we introduce a novel measure of asymptotic disturbance rejection for a feedback system. This notion of asymptotic performance is particularly well suited to the robust control of systems that exhibit both parametric and dynamic modelling uncertainty. We then derive a switching-type controller that provides optimal asymptotic disturbance rejection properties. The particular notion of disturbance rejection we consider is rejection of persistent bounded disturbances (i.e. I1-optimal control). While asymptotic performance is guaranteed, we also provide bounds that quantify the transient response behaviour of this particular control scheme.



1. Introduction A n important question in feedback control design is the potential benefit of using nonlinear controllers to control linear plants (i.e. plants for which a linearized description of the dynamics is adequate). In other words, given a family ?+ of possible plant models, and given a desired performance objective, does there exist a controller (possibly nonlinear) that achieves the desired performance objective for every admissible plant in ?+? This issue is at the heart of robust and adaptive control design (cf. Astrom and Wittenmark 1989, Dorato 1987). Some pertinent results are the following. Nonlinear controllers are not advantageous for (1) the performance objective of optimal disturbance rejection; and (2) robust stabilization of families of plants characterized by unstructured dynamic uncertainty. However, nonlinear controllers are advantageous for robust stabilization of families of plants characterized by parametric uncertainty. See the survey by Khargonekar and Poolla (1989) for a historical account of these results. These issues are much more subtle in case the plant family is characterized by both parametric and unstructured dynamic uncertainty. Cusumano and Poolla (1990) discussed the problem of robust stabilization of such fammilies with both parametric and unstructured uncertainty. In this paper, we also consider such families with the emphasis o n both stabilization and performance. T h e problem addressed here is described as follows. Let J ( P ) denote the performance measure def



J(P) =



. l;f



{IIT(P, K)II : K is any stabilizing compensator)



where T ( P , K ) is a given operator depending on the plant P and controller K
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(e.g. T ( P , K) = (I + PK)-I), and ( 1 - 11 represents a level of disturbance rejection. The particular notion of performance used here is a rejection of persistent bounded disturbances (i.e., 1'-optimal control, Dahleh and Pearson 1988). Then suppeSJ(P) represents a lower bound on the achievable performance for the family 9. Shamma (1990) showed, via a counterexample, that this lower bound need not be approachable. In this paper, we introduce a notion of asymptotic disturbance rejection. We then construct a nonlinear controller that approaches the lower bound suppeg J ( P ) asymptotically. While the asymptotic performance is guaranteed, we also provide a bound on the transient performance of this particular control scheme. Similar objectives are considered in the general research area of robust adaptive control. (See Ioannou and Datta (1991) for an excellent overview as well as references therein.) These works develop adaptive control schemes that maintain stability in the presence of modelling errors and disturbances. In the present paper, the class of disturbances and modelling errors are stated beforehand as part of the design criteria. This is close in spirit to the approach of Krause et al. (1992). Consideration of transient responses in an adaptive control setting is also considered by Miller and Davison (1991). The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In $ 2 we establish notation and provide some preliminary mathematical background. In $ 3 we discuss various performance specifications for feedback problems. This discussion naturally suggests a particular notion of asymptotic small-signal disturbance rejection that seems appropriate for nonlinear feedback systems. The principal results of this paper are contained in $ 4 . Here, we introduce a switching nonlinear controller that provides optimal asymptotic disturbance rejection. A key hypothesis we make is that all regulated outputs are measured. In $ 5, we then study various properties of this nonlinear control strategy. In $6, we present an illustrative simulation of the nonlinear algorithm. Finally, concluding remarks are given in $ 7. 2. Mathematical preliminaries Some notation regarding standard concepts for input/output feedback systems is established. See Desoer and Vidyasagar (1975), Willems (1971) for further details. % denotes the field of real numbers; %+ denotes the set { t E 3:t 3 0); %" denotes the set of n X 1 vectors with elements in 3 ; and ?Anxrndenotes the set of n x m matrices with elements in 3.For x E %", xi denotes the ith element of x . For A E Cknxrn, Aij denotes the ijth element of A . For y E %+, Ny : %" + 3" denotes the y-level element-by-element saturation operator



9, : 9'' + 3'' denotes the y-level element-by-element deadzone operator def



( 9 , ~ ) ;=



X;



- (N,x)i
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Note that the definition of the deadzone operator implies that I(%,(x



+ xl));l s lx;l + I(9yx');l,



Vx, x '



E



%", y



E



%+



2' and 2" denote the vector spaces of measurable functions, f : %+ + a n , such that



and def Ilflly =



maxesssuplj(t)l < i



respectively. 2 ' For any f : 9



+ 92" and



m



I€%+



r E %+, 9 ,f denotes the function



2: and 2," denote the extended spaces of measurable functions, f : %+ + an, such that for all r E %+, one has 9 , f E 2' and 9 , f E Y m ,respectively.



11. l re~[.,b)



and



11. I13-[a,b)



denote the windowed norms



and respectively. Let T be an operator (possibly nonlinear) defined over 2: or 2,". to be causal if



T is said



Henceforth, all operators are assumed to be causal. T is said to be finite-gain 2'-stable if Vf E 2 ' , one has Tf E 2 ' , and



Similarly, T is said to be finite-gain %"-stable if Vf



E



2 " , one has Tf



&(a) denotes the set of matrices whose elements are of the form



E



2 " , and
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&(a) denotes {A E SB(ul) : u' < 0). Let A E d ( o ) have dimension n x m . Then def



rn



IIAIId(o) = miax C llAijlld(o) j=1



%A



For A E d ( u ) , A also denotes the associated linear convolution operator over or 2,"given by



When viewed as such a convolution operator, it can be shown that o =s0 implies ) . further details on finite-gain stability with IIAII1 < m and IIAllm = I l ~ l l d ( ~For &(a), see Callier and Desoer (1978), Desoer and Vidyasagar (1975). Let A E sL(0). Then define



In words, IIAllmixdenotes the induced norm from %"-past inputs to %'-future outputs (cf. the Hankel operator for linear systems that maps finite-energy past inputs into finite-energy future outputs, see Glover 1984). Finally, consider the feedback diagram of Fig. 1. T h e feedback equations are given by



where the Q and K are operators (possibly nonlinear) on both 2: and 2,". Under well-posedness assumptions (see Willems 1971), a compensator, K , is said to finite-gain 2"-stabilize the feedback system if the mapping (w, d l , d2) ( z , vl, u2) is finite-gain %"-stable. Similarly, K is said to finite-gain %'-stabilize the feedback system if the mapping (w, d l , d2) ++ (z, ul, u2) is finite-gain 9'-stable. ++



Figure 1 .



Block diagram for disturbance rejection.
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3. Formulation of performance specifications In this section, various performance specifications are presented, and their applicability to robust nonlinear controllers is discussed. This presentation is intentionally informal. The primary goal is to reveal inadequacies in certain performance specifications as applied to nonlinear systems and to offer more appropriate alternate performance specifications. A typical performance specification for feedback systems is that of disturbance rejection. That is, given a plant, design a compensator so that the effect of exogenous disturbances on regulated outputs is small. For example, consider the feedback diagram of Fig. 1. In this figure, P denotes the plant, K denotes a compensator, and the signals w, z , y , u and di are defined as follows: w, exogenous disturbances; z , signals to be regulated; y , measured plant outputs; u , control inputs to the plant; and di, disturbances used to test stability. Let T,,(P, K ) denote the resulting closed-loop dynamics from w to z with the signals d l = 0 and d2 = 0. A typical performance specification (cf. Francis 1987) may be stated as follows: Definition3.1: A compensator, K , is said to achieve a disturbance rejection of p for the plant, P , if



Now, in case the compensator is nonlinear (as is the case of most adaptive control schemes), this definition may be too stringent. More precisely, this definition requires that the desired performance be achieved in the presence of arbitrarily large disturbances. Given that one may have some a priori knowledge on the structure of the disturbances (e.g. w E {w E Y" : Ilwlls- G I)), an alternate performance specification may be stated as follows.



Qef



Definition3.2: Let Q be a known class of disturbances. A compensator, K , is said to achieve an Q-signal disturbance rejection of p for the plant, P, if Again, it turns out that this definition may be too stringent in the presence of nonlinear compensation. The reason is that this definition requires the ratio of the output-norm to the input-norm to be small without regard to the size of the magnitude of the disturbances. For example, suppose that the class of admissible disturbances is the unit ball i.e. Q = {WE Ym: IIwllY- G 1). It may be that for very small disturbances in em, (i.e. IIwllre- << l), the regulated output is sufficiently small-even though the ratio IIT,,(P, K)wllx-/llwl12- is large (see Fig. 2). Now, since the disturbances



llzu



I



better ratio better overall



llwll Figure 2.



R



Small input/output ratio versus small output
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may vary throughout the unit ball, an Q-signal disturbance rejection of hc suggests that regulated output magnitudes of 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~ s- p are tolerable. If the primary'goal is simply to keep the regulated output small, than the performance specification should reflect this desire as follows. Definition3.3: Let Q be a known class of disturbances. A compensator K is said to achieve an R-signal weak disturbance rejection of p for the plant, P, if



With this notion of performance, the goal of keeping errors small in the presence of admissible disturbances is stated explicitly. For this reason, Q-signal weak disturbance rejection should prove a valuable alternative to a norm-minimization disturbance rejection objective for nonlinear systems. A performance objective for robust nonlinear controllers is now discussed. The use of robust nonlinear controllers arises in certain cases where the plant is known only to lie in some given family of plants. The goal is then to design a conlpensator so that the effect of exogenous disturbances on regulated outputs is small for all admissible plants. Given this plant uncertainty, one cannot expect the controller to achieve the desired performance immediately. The reason is that the control scheme typically must experience a period of identification before the desired performance is achieved. (In this context, the term 'identification' loosely means identification of unknown plant parameters, identification of the correct controller, or both.) In other words, the desired performance is achieved 'asymptotically'. In fact, one can construct simple examples for which no controller-nonlinear or not-can immediately achieve the desired performance (Shamma 1990). The following class of disturbances is particularly well suited to asymptotic performance: Definition3.4: Let Q be a known class of disturbances. A compensator K is said to achieve an asymptotic Q-signal weak disrurbance rejecrion of p for the plant, P, if



9,,T:,.(P, K)w E



Y', Vw



E



R



0



In other words, this definition states that the magnitudes of regulated outputs are allowed to exceed their desired bound, p, as long as this excess (measured by the dead-zone operator 9,,) is only a transient phenomenon. This notion of asymptotic performance may even be applied as follows. Definition 3.5:



The asymptotic p-ball in def



dBz-(p) = {w



E



Y",denoted dB2-(p), 2,": 9,w



E



is defined as



2')



In the case p = 1, the simplified notation dBx=is used.



0



Now, suppose that dBIL'= represents the admissible class of disturbances. Thus, every w E dB2=admits a decomposition (Fig. 3) The signal w,, represents a persistent (steady-state) part of the disturbances and
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transient



Figure 3. Asymptotic ball decomposition.



satisfies IIwssllX= 1. The signal w,, E 2' represents a transient part, perhaps due to initial conditions or various transient phenomena. Given this class of disturbances, one may then employ asymptotic 92?h3=-signal weak disturbance rejection to introduce, in a natural manner, transient phenomena (such as initial conditions) into a (not necessarily nonlinear) disturbance rejection problem. In fact, in the case of linear time-invariant systems, it is straightforward to show the following equivalence between disturbance rejection and asymptotic sl?hre--signal weak disturbance rejection. Proposition3.1: Suppose P and K are such that one has T,,(P, K ) Then the following are equivalenr:



E



92-(0).



(1) K achieves a disturbance rejection of p.



( 2 ) K achieves an asymptotic d?hx-signal weak disturbance rejection of p It is noted that notions of stabilization are not specified in this presentation of performance specifications. This absence is intentional. Rather, the following informal definition is offered. Whatever the desired performance objective, the injection of sufficiently small signals d l and d 2 should not have catastrophic effects on the feedback system. The reason for not being specific here is that nonlinear systems admit a variety of notions of stability (finite-gain stability, small-signal stability, weak stability, etc). Rather than attempt to offer a multitude of definitions in an effort (apt to be unsuccessful) for utmost generality, it is suggested that a case-by-case analysis is more appropriate. Asymptotic performance via switching controllers In this section, the problem of disturbance rejection with an uncertain plant is discussed. The approach taken here may be summarized as follows. It is assumed that the true plant, say Po, belongs to a large family of plants, 8. Now this family is too large to design a controller (using conventional linear robust design techniques, such as those of Dahleh and Pearson 1988, Khammash and Pearson 1990) which achieves the desired disturbance rejection. Thus, one divides the large family, 4, into a finite number of smaller families, 8;,such that Po is contained in the union of the 8;. This decomposition is made such that one may design controllers, Kt, which achieve the desired performance for each family, Bi. The key idea is then to switch between the K, such that the desired performance is achieved asymptotically. That is, one continues to switch between the K, while monitoring the performance of each. When it has been inferred that one of these controllers, say K,p, delivers the desired performance for the true plant, Po, switching stops. 4.
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4.1. Problem formulation and main results The feedback configuration under consideration is shown in Fig. 4. This figure represents a specialized form of the more general Fig. 1 with the specialization being that all regulated variables are also measured. The following assumptions are made in Fig. Assumption 4.1:



The plant, Po, satisfies



where 9 i C



Assumption 4.2:



&(ai), i = 1,



For each family, 9 , , there exists a Ki E L ( 0 ) such that



( I ) Ki finite-gain 2"-stabilizes every P



E



uniformly, with the mapping



(2) K, achieves a disturbance rejection of p for every P E 9;. Essentially, these assumptions state that the true linear time-invariant plant lies in the union of a finite collection of linear time-invariant plants. Furthermore, for each family, one has a stable finite-gain stabilizing controller that achieves a disturbance rejection of p. It is important to emphasize that each controller exhibits robust performance in that it achieves the desired disturbance rejection uniformly over the entire sub-family. Such a decomposition into a finite number of families arises naturally in the robust performance for plants that exhibit both parametric and dynamic uncertainty. In the case of no parametric uncertainty, the use of nonlinear o r time-varying controllers offers no advantage towards achieving robust disturbance rejection (cf. Khargonekar and Poolla 1986 for robust stabilization in the 3t" case and Khammash and Dahleh 1991 for robust performance in the 1' case). Thus, for systems which exhibit both parametric and dynamic uncertainty, the 'certainty equivalence' approach would be to divide the large plant family into a finite collection of smaller families in which the dominant uncertainty is unmodelled dynamics. For these smaller families, linear time-invariant robust controllers are adequate to provide optimal robust performance. The main result is now stated. Theorem 4.1: Consider the feedback configuration of Fig. 4 under Assumptions 4.1-4.2. Given any p > 0 and E > 0, there exists a (nonlinear) finite-gain



Figure 4. Disturbance rejection with regulated outputs measured.
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Ym-stable compensator, KO:Y r + Y r , which achieves an asymptotic d%2-(p)signal weak disturbance rejection of ( p + ~ ) for p every plant in U K 1 g i , hence for the true plant, Po. That is, for any w E 2,"



9 , E~Y1 , 9(v+,)pTzw(Po, Ko)w



E



2'



T o illustrate better the meaning of this theorem, suppose one can write any element of 9 as P(0, A) where 8 represents admissible parameter values and A represents admissible dynamic uncertainty. Now define the following performance measures



J(0) = inf



K A



sup



admissible



llTzw(P(@,A), K)llm



In words, J ( 8 ) denotes the optimal robust-to dynamic uncertainty only-performance for a fixed admissible parameter, whereas Joprdenotes the optimal robust-to the entire family-performance. In this formulation, it is clear that Jopt3 sup0 J(8). In fact even in the case of no dynamic uncertainty, it is possible that the inequality is strict. That is, the worst case overall performance is strictly worse than the worst case known-parameter performance. Theorem 4.1 states that the lower bound performance sups J ( 8 ) can be achieved in an asymptotic sense. In fact, it is possible to construct a compensator that achieves an asymptotic s893Le-(p)-signal weak disturbance rejection of p (i.e. E = 0). The parameter E is essentially a safety factor that ensures the structural integrity of the feedback configuration (cf. the forthcoming discussion o n stability properties). Two assumptions here are that (1) the regulated variables are measured; and (2) the individual controllers are stable. The second assumption is not restrictive and may be removed (cf. 8 4.3). However, the removal of this assumption leads to severely restrictive practical considerations. The first assumption is due to the need to monitor the current performance directly. A removal of this assumption would require somehow 'estimating' the current performance. 4.2. Special case: N = 2 This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.1 in the special case where the number of families N = 2. This restriction results in a considerable simplification in exposition and leads to a more intuitive understanding of the nonlinear process. ) d2(t) denote 4.2.1. Structure of the nonlinear compensator. Let u2(t) = ~ ( t + the compensator input. The structure of the nonlinear compensator, KO, is given by where the ai are time-varying gains that satisfy the following. For u2 (1) for any t



E



E



3,"



Yt', either (aiu2)(t) = 0 o r (aiu2)(t) = uZ(t);



) u2(t). (2) (ff,uz)(t) + ( f f 2 ~ 2 ) ( t= T h e finite-gain 2"-stability of K O follows immediately from this definition.
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T h e structure of KO is illustrated in Fig. 5. From this figure, it should be clear that KO is simply a compensator that switches between K 1 and K 2 . Given this structure, the input/output dynamics of KO are completely determined by an algorithm that specifies the switching times. 4.2.2. Switching algorithms. Two candidate switching algorithms now are presented. Let p, E and p be as in Theorem 4.1. Let T,, denote the nth switching



time. Algorithm 1



Step 1 . Choose yl > 0 and Dl > 0. Step 2. Set To = 0. Step 3. T,+, is the smallest t > T, that satisfies



( 1 ) Choose y2 > 1 and /Z2 > 0. ( 2 ) Set To = 0. ( 3 ) T,,+l is the smallest r > T, that satisfies



These algorithms may be described intuitively as follows. It is unknown to which family Po belongs. However, it is known that (1) each Ki achieves a disturbance rejection of / L for the family 9i: and ( 2 ) the disturbances satisfy bv E S I % ~ = ( Thus ~).



Po



E $1



Po E



3



91rpTzlu(Po, K I ) E~Y1



% * 91,pTzw(Po,K d w



E



Y'



The nonlinear compensator monitors the magnitude of the regulated output in excess of kip. If it appears that this excess does not decay, then it switches controllers. However, when monitoring the progress of the new controller, the compensator tolerates a larger amount of excess-thereby giving the effects of the switching itself an opportunity to decay. T h e key parameters in these switching algorithms are the gains, yi, and bias terms, pi. In this section, it is shown how to choose these parameters t o achieve



Figure 5. Structure of switching compensator.
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the desired da3-(p)-signal weak disturbance rejection of p + E . Throughout the following discussion, it is assumed that dl = d2 = 0. Recall that it is this case for which the definitions of the various performance objectives are applicable. Stability properties in case d l # 0 and d2 # 0 are discussed in the 3 5.1. Proposition4.1: and



Under the same hypotheses as Theorem 4.1, choose any



PI > 0



With this choice of switching parameters, the nonlinear compensator ( 1 ) combined with Algorithm I achieves an asymptotic s4as=(p)-signal weak disturbance rejection of ( p + ~ ) for p every plant in 91 U 3 2 . Proposition 4.2: Under the same hypotheses as Theorem 4.1, with any choice of switching parameters B2 > 0 and y2 > 1 , the nonlinear compensator ( 1 ) combined with Algorithm 2 achieves an asymptotic dC8y=(p)-signal weak disturbance p every plant in 9 , U g2. rejection of ( p + ~ ) for



First, it is shown that whenever the total number of switching times is finite (in either algorithm), d93y-(p)-signal weak disturbance rejection of p + E is achieved. Let T,,. be the final switching time. From the definition of Algorithm 1, i t follows that I19(p+F)pzkf!'=



I 1 9 ( p + E ) p ~ l / ~ ' [ ~ . ~ n+. )



l19(p+E)pzII~1[~,..m)



(1 + Y I ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ++ ~Pi) ~ Z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O , T ~ . ~



Similarly, in the case of Algorithm 2, it can be shown that ll~(/t+e)pzllie~



(1 +



~ ~ * ~ l l ~ ( ~ + ~ ) ~ ~ l l i+e ~ P 2[ o . T " . )



In either case, IIEb(,+,),zll E TI, and the desired performance is achieved. It now remains to be shown only that an appropriate selection of the yi and pi yields a finite number of switching times. Towards this end, let the true plant be given by Po = [P?l p?21 The feedback equations are then



Now recall that Po is either in 9 , o r 9 2 . Suppose one has Po E 9 1 . Rewriting the control, u LL =



KIz



+



K l j a l - l ) +~ K I N ~ Z



= K I Z+ (K: - KI)CY~Z



yields



z



= ( I - P?~K,)-'P?,W = T,,(P,,



Kl)w



+ (I



+ ( I - P ? ~ K , ) - ' P & ( K-~ K I ) C Y ~ Z



- P?2KI)-'P?2(K:!



-



K~)LY~z
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This equation may be rewritten as



where the operators H I and H z are defined in the obvious manner. Using the definition of the dead-zone and saturation operators, it is easy to show that



Let [T,, T,+]) be any interval of switching times. By the definition of the dead-zone operator, one has that



Thus far the proof has been algorithm independent. Attention is now directed towards Algorithm 1. It is shown that yl > llH2111 achieves the desired performance for Po E Suppose that % = 0 on the interval [T,, T,+I). This implies (since Ibc,,+E)plll = 1) l l ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ ) p ~cl ll19(,i+~)pH~~llxl[~n,~n+,) x~[~~,~n+l) + ll~zll~ll~~p+~~p~z~llx~~o,~~+~~



+ IIHzllmix ( P + E)P Furthermore



That the number of switching times is finite follows immediately from ( 2 ) . Let {T,,,} be an infinite sequence of switching times such that % = 0 on [T,,, T,,k+l). Then (2) holds for all T, = T,,,. Now, the infinite number of switching times implies I l a ( p + E ) p ~Ilxl[o,r,,)+



Furthermore, H I = Tz,(Po, K 1 ) and Po E



implies



Ila(p+E)pH~ w I I ~ ~ [ T ~ , .< T , ,IIa(p+E)pH~ ,+~) ~11x1 < Thus, the left-hand side of ( 2 ) increases without bound while the right-hand side is bounded-a contradiction. An entirely analogous argument may be used to show that Y1 > Il(1 - P%K2)-'P;;(Kl - K2)lll
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achieves the desired performance for Po E 9 2 . The proof of Proposition 4.1 is now complete. The lower bound on y, in Proposition 4.1 simply ensures that yl is sufficiently large whether one has Po E S 1 or Po E S 2 . One possible difficulty in the implementation of Algorithm 1 is the calculation of the lower bound on y l . The actual value of this lower bound is not of importance. Rather, it is required that yl be sufficiently large. Algorithm 2 circumvents this difficulty as follows. The main idea is that the magnitude of the switching gain, y;, increases with the number of switching times. Thus, y; will eventually be large enough to lead to the desired performance. To prove Proposition 4.2, let {T,,) be an infinite sequence of switching times . sufficiently large nk, such that % = 0 on [T,,,, T n k + l )For



Given this inequality, one may use arguments exactly parallel to those for Algorithm 1 to show that an infinite number of switching times leads to a contradiction. 4.3. General case: N arbitrary In this section, we prove Theorem 4.1 for an arbitrary number of plant families, N. Generalizing the N = 2 case, the structure of the nonlinear compensator, K O , is defined by



where the a; are time-varying gains such that for any t E 92+



The nonlinear compensator, K O , simply cycles the input u2 through the individual K;. Let the order of the cycle be K 1 , K 2 , . . ., K N , K l r etc. Then, the dynamics of KO are determined by the switching times, T,. The candidate switching algorithms used here are the same as in 8 4.2. The only difference is that a switching time, T,, marks one step in cycling through the K;. For the sake of proving performance, let d l = d2 = 0. Stability properties in case d l # 0 and d2 # 0 are discussed in 8 5.1. As in the case N = 2, it is easy to see that a finite number of switches implies that the desired asymptotic performance is achieved. Thus, we need only show that for any admissible disturbance w E sP%(p), an appropriate selection of the switching parameters y; and p; yields a finite number of switching times. Towards this end, the true plant is given by



and define



H.. = (I 'I



-~



y ~ ~ ; ) - ' -~ K;) y ~ ( q
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Under the same hypotheses as Theorem 4.1, choose any



Proposition 4.3: and



PI > 0



With this choice of switching parameters, the nonlinear compensator ( 3 ) combined with Algorithm 1 achieves an asymptotic &ae-(p)-signal weak disturbance rejection of p + E for every plant in U i 9 ; . Roposition 4.4: Under the same hypotheses as Theorem 4.1, with any choice of switching parameters p2> 0 and y 2 > 1 , the nonlinear compensafor ( 3 ) combined with Algorithm 2 achieves an as mptotic d93e.(p)-signal weak disturbance rejection of p + r for every plant in b i g i . T o prove Proposition 4.3, suppose one has Po E gi*.Let def



Hi* = Tz,(Po, K;*) Then a straightforward manipulation of the feedback equations yields that for any interval [T,, T,,+l)



Now suppose n;.. = 1 on the interval [T,, T,+,). Then implies



a;. = 0 for all j



f i*. This



~ ~ 9 ( ~ ~ + ~ ) p ~ \ ~ % 1 [~ ~ 94 (, p~+nE+) pl )H i * w ~ ~ ~ ' l ~ n , ~ n + l )



Thus, yl > ymi, implies



1



YI



- Ymin



(



I



I



~



+



~



*



I



I



T+ ,i *~ j +m i x ( P j



+P



-



)



(4)



That the number of switching times is finite follows from ( 4 ) using arguments
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analogous to the N = 2 case. One evaluates (4) at an infinite number of switching times ITnk} where a;*= 1 on [Tnk,Tn,+l). Using Hi* = T,,(P,, Kp) then leads to the des~redasymptotic performance. The proof of Proposition 4.4 follows accordingly. More precisely, a sufficient number of switching times implies y; > y,i, which leads to the desired result. 4.4. Unstable controllers The problem with using these algorithms with unstable controllers is that the switching mechanism will excite the controller instability and then remove any feedback from the controller input. Nevertheless, it turns out that by restructuring the controller representations one can still construct a switching algorithm to achieve the desired asymptotic performance.



Theorem4.2: The statement of Theorem 4.1 remains true with the assumption that K,E L ( 0 ) replaced by the assumption that K; E sP-(11;). Proof (Sketch): Using results from Khargonekar et al. (1985, 1988), there exists a single linear periodic plant, P*, which is stabilized by each Ki. This implies that there exist linear periodic finite-gain 3"-stable systems N, D , X, Y, N , 5, 9 , Qi such that



z,



(- X "



Y



X



=I;-



K, = (2+ DQ,)(F -



( 01



0I )



NQJ-I



Essentially, P* = ND-I = E-'$ forms a double coprime factorization of P* (cf. Francis 1987). The switching nonlinear controller, KO,now takes the form (Fig. 6)



K, =



(2+



DQ,)(F - NQJ'



where



With this representation of the controllers, the switching excites dynamics in the Since these Q; are periodic, if the input to any Qi is switched off and stable Qi. feedback is removed, the output of the Q; will still eventually decay. Such a restructuring of controllers was also exploited in the switching algorithm of Cusumano and Poolla (1990). Let ji be such that uniformly for each family %; one has Ilw film s ji. Then the switching algorithms of 9 4.2 can be modified such that for any w E d % ( p ) ,



-



Figure 6.



Restructuring of unstable compensators.
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one has that (1) 9(,+,),z E 3' and (2) 9(fi+,,pf E 2'. The resulting asymptotic boundedness of z and f then lead to the asymptotic boundedness of the remaining internal signals. 0 5. Properties of the switching algorithms 5.1. Stability The motivation for defining weak disturbance rejection was to reflect the primary desire to keep the regulated outputs sufficiently small. This desire further implies that all disturbances that may have an effect on the regulated outputs be taken into account in the design process. In terms of Fig. 1, a goal of weak disturbance rejection implies that the signal w should represent all of the exogenous disturbances. However, the resulting feedback system should not be so sensitive that any disturbance not modelled in w-however small-can lead to unbounded signals. In other words, the resulting feedback system must possess a certain amount of 'structural integrity' (also called 'structural robustness' in Krause et al. 1992). In this section, it is shown that the switching algorithms of 0 4 not only achieve the desired asymptotic performance but also lead to a stable feedback system, i.e. one with structural integrity. Theorem 5.1: Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, let KO be a finite-gain 2"-stable compensator constructed according to either Proposition 4.1 or Proposition 4.2. Under these conditions, there exists a 6 > 0 such that w E daa=(p), d l E d % 9 = ( ~ 6 and ) , d2 E d 8 x = ( p 6 ) together imply that



z



E



58%:f=((p + E)P+ 6)



u , E d~9=(IlKollm(P + E)P+ 6) 02 E



d%=((P



+ &)PI



Proof: Given any 6 > 0, the feedback configuration of Fig. 4 may be transformed to that of Fig. 7, whose feedback equations are given by



z



+ d2 = PYlw + Py2dl + d2 + P e u u = Ko(z + d z )



Define



qyp Figure 7. Transformed diagram for stability analysis.
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- def



z=z+d2 Furthermore, define gi to be the appropriately transformed (from Fig. 4 to Fig. 7) family of plants 9;. From Assumptions 4.1-4.2, it can be seen that the families, %;, and compensators, K;, satisfy analogous Assumptions 4.1'-4.2' for the transformed configuration with the following modification: for 6 sufficiently small, the analogous Assumption 2.2' should read 'Ki achieves a disturbance rejection of p = p + ~ / for 2 every E $i'.That is, for 6 sufficiently small and for P E gi



It then follows that the compensator KO is simply the outcome of an application of either Proposition 4.1 or Proposition 4.2 with safety factor 3 = €12 to the transformed Fig. 7. Since KO also achieves the desired asymptotic performance for the transformed system



a,%E 9' ao+,),ZE Y1 =3



The remainder of the proof then follows from 2 = z



+ d2 = uz.



0



Theorem 5.1 states that all feedback signals remain bounded for 'sufficiently small' disturbances d l and dz. It is important to note that only the persistent parts of the di need be small, while the transient parts may be arbitrarily large. 5.2. Transient performance By definition, asymptotic disturbance rejection is concerned only with the magnitude of the steady-state regulated outputs. However, it is desirable to have some idea of the magnitude of the transient regulated outputs. That is, how large are the regulated outputs before switching has ceased. In this section, it is shown how to bound the magnitude of the transient regulated outputs. Suppose that one has the true plant Po E 9p. Define def



E[z,rI = a(p+E)pqw(Po, Ki*)w In words, E[z,,] denotes the (deterministic) 'expected' transients-i.e. the transients that would have occurred even if the correct controller were used throughout. Since the topic here is related to performance, it is assumed that the perturbational disturbances d l = d2 = 0 so that z = Tz,(Po, Ko)w.



Theorem5.2: Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, let KO be a finite-gain Sm-stable compensator constructed according to Proposition 4.3. Whenever the disturbance w is such that the number of switching times (excluding To) is at least N, the actual transient norm ((9(,+,),~l(~~ is bounded by an affine function of the expected transient norm 11 E[z tr]llp. Proof: From the definition of Algorithm 1, it can be shown that for any interval of switching times [T,, T,,,)



BI(YI+ 1)"



I 1 9 ( p + E ) p ~ I I ~ 1 ~ ~ . . ~= .+,)
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Similarly



Let



Let T,, be the last time that cup = 1 over a finite interval of switching times. T,* be the last switching time. Then



Since the index n* of the final switching time satisfies n* s n' follows that



+ N - 1,



it



As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, whenever mi- = 1 over an interval of switching times [T,, T,,+l), onehas (cf. equation (4))



Combining the above inequalities leads to



where



A = YI -



' +



(yl



Ymin



+ l)N+'



(YI



-~



-1



m i n ) ~ ~



and



B



1



=



Y



- Ymin



( ~ I I H ; * ~( p I I+~ E)P ~ ~ I



- b1)



Although the final coefficients of the affine bound are somewhat cumbersome, this equation does show that the transient response of the switching algorithm cannot become arbitrarily poor while switching among the individual controllers. In other words, one cannot find disturbances such that the transients using the switching algorithm are arbitrarily large, as compared with the transients using the correct controller throughout.
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6. A simulation example In this section, a simulation is presented to illustrate the switching algorithms. It is emphasized that this example is presented for illustrative purposes only. The feedback system under consideration is shown in Fig. 8. (To transform Fig. 8 to the form of Fig. 4 is a matter of simple block diagram manipulations.) In this figure, the true plant, P,,,,, is given by



with the following assumptions. The 'nominal plant', P,,,,



is given by



the 'unmodelled dynamics', A, is any system belonging to d ( 0 ) with IlAllm 1 and the 'robustness weighting', W,, is given by



This uncertainty representation consists of both 'parameter uncertainty' and 'dynamic uncertainty' (cf. Khargonekar 1989). In terms of Assumption 4.1 (with a slight abuse of notation), one has



The performance objective is to reject the effects of the disturbance, w , on the regulated output, z , where the 'performance weighting', Wp, is given by



Figure 8. Disturbance rejection example.
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Following the discussion of 9 3, the goal in this nonlinear setting is to design a compensator that achieves an asymptotic sl?Bx=-signal weak disturbance rejection of 0.4 for every plant in U g2-hence for the true plant, PI,,,. Towards this end, set K, = -11 and K2 = 11. Then using bounding arguments found in Khammash and Pearson (1990), it can be shown that the Ki satisfy Assumption 4.2 with p = 0.385. In terms of Theorem 4.1, this level of robust performance has a stability safety factor of E = 0.015. Switching Algorithm 1 was simulated with yl = 8.5 under three different conditions. Note that via Proposition 4.1, a yl > 8.462 guarantees the desired performance. In all simulations, P,,, = P1, and



def



.



Let sqwv (t) = s ~ g n(cos ( t ) ) denote the square-wave function. The following simulation parameters were used. Simulation 1. Zero initial conditions, K2 as initial compensator,



PI = 1, and



Simulation 2. As in Simulation 1 with pl = 0.2. Simulation 3. Initial condition of 10 for P,,,, K , as initial compensator, 0.2, and w(t) = sqwv ( 1 ) .



P1 =



Note that in each case, w E sP?Bz- with the 'transient portion' of the exogenous disturbance terminating at time t = 8.0. Figures 9-11 show the different simulation results. These figures show the time responses of (1) the regulated output, z; and (2) the current compensator, Itll. (Recall that K1 = -11 is the correct compensator.) In Simulation 1 (Fig. 9), the nonlinear controller, K,, simply switches to the correct K, after a short



Figure9.



Simulation with transient disturbance and



PI = 1.0.
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Figure 10. Simulation with transient disturbance and
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= 0.2.
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Figure 11. Simulation with non-zero initial conditions and



2.00



PI = 0.2.



period. In Simulation 2 (Fig. lo), K,, again quickly switches to K 1 . However, since /3, is smaller than before, there is less tolerance to transient disturbances. Thus, K O is 'tricked' into thinking that K 1 is not the correct controller. (A close-up of K,'s peformance o n the interval t c 5 would reveal that (z(r)( > 0.4, the desired performance level.) Then K O switches back to K Z Instability occurs so KO switches back. Finally, K O locks on to K , . In Simulation 3 (Fig. ll), there is n o transient disturbance. However, the plant starts off with non-zero initial conditions. Thus, K O switches even though
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it started with the correct K , . Of course after instability occurs, it switches back



to the correct controller. Note that, in this example, using the wrong controller leads to output dynamics with nominal unstable dynamics el2'. For this reason, the transient responses-while bounded-exhibit extreme behaviour. An actual application of this switching scheme is better suited to 'fine tuning' several controllers, in which case the transient responses are more reasonable. 7. Concluding remarks In this paper we have derived nonlinear controllers to achieve an optimal asymptotic performance for families of linear plants with guaranteed transient bounds. Given the nature of the switching algorithm where the wrong controller can be destabilizing, any practical application will most likely be limited to 'fine tuning' the achieved performance among a set of controllers.
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